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A distinctive blend for engaging spaces

Terrazzo flooring has infused depth of color and texture into 
interiors for centuries. Its small pieces of marble and colorful 
stones set in cement bring a vivid, artistic element that inspire  
a subtle feeling of splendor and elegance.

norament pado offers a modern take on this masterful design 
for contemporary and high function interiors. norament 
pado features a mosaic-like structure with a mix of color 
chips embedded in a modern, high performance material – 
rubber. Create a relaxed and engaging atmosphere with this 
contemporary application of a traditional technique.
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norament pado 
Art. 3167

 ~39.53” x 39.53” (1004 mm x 1004 mm)
16

~3.5 mm

nm_pado_3167_5506

Specifications

Product Construction
Class / ASTM F1344
Surface Type
Indoor Air Quality

Full Life Cycle Carbon 
Emissions
LEED v4

Homogeneous Rubber Tile
Type IB and Grade 2
Two-Tone
GREENGUARD Gold
CDPH 01350 Compliant
Carbon Neutral Floors™

Contributes to multiple IEQ and MR credits

Multiple installation options, including high moisture solutions. 

Available as norament pado™nTx™. Contact your sales representative for 
details and lead times. 
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A rich variety of chip structures

norament pado tiles feature a variegated granular 
design inspired by ancient terrazzo with a slightly 
structured two-tone surface for maximum demands.
Choose from an array of neutral and elegant or colorful 
and striking options to create a unique aesthetic.

Installation Method

DIRECTIONAL



norament pado™ Colorline

5508 WINDSOR

5501 NATURAL 5502 CORAL 5503 EMERALD 5504 CORONET

5505 CONCRETE 5506 MINERAL 5507 SHADOW

5509 ROSE QUARTZ 5510 BLUFF 5511 MOON MIST 5512 SPEARMINT

5513 NIGHTSHADE 5514 LAUREL 5515 FOREST 5516 GALAXY

Welding is not required unless specified. View weld recommendations at nora.com/pado. 
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Unique design 
in every detail
norament pado is characterized by its distinctive 
design, featuring variegated granulate embedded in 
rubber flooring. Find new perspectives with this mix of 
three chip types:

• Marbled chips 
• Single-color chips
• norament grano™ chips

Coupled with norament’s world-renowned resilience 
and durability, norament pado is perfect for entrance 
halls, exhibitions and other public spaces.
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Single-color chips  
are the purist version  
of granular design and 
create visual harmony.

norament grano™ chips nod to 
classical terrazzo's use of scrap 
to create dynamic new visuals. 
These multi-toned norament grano 
fragments, ground from high-quality 
offcuts, add the classic scale and 
variation of terrazzo chips.* 

The varied tones of the 
marbled chips create a 
unique level of visual depth 
that plays off the complexity 
of original terrazzo.

Image in original size  
© Elmar Witt

*Included in 5 select colors
5506 Mineral | 5507 Shadow | 5511 Moon Mist | 5515 Forest | 5516 Galaxy
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Why nora® rubber flooring?

Product warranty

We will be happy to supply specific test results on all nora systems, Inc. products.

nora® by Interface®

Product Warranty – Americas (Excerpt) 
nora systems, Inc. (nora) warrants the following nora® brand products (collectively, the “Warranted nora Brand Flooring Products”) as set forth below: norament® and 
noraplan® rubber flooring, norament rubber stairtread (excluding visually impaired strips), accessories (excluding visually impaired strips), nora® nTx™ 020 bond 
enhancer and adhesives, and the conductivity of its Electrostatic Dissipative (“ESD”) flooring system (norament ed and noraplan ed flooring and adhesive).

This limited warranty and the applicable Installation Instructions and Maintenance Guidelines are subject to change at nora’s discretion and without notice. Please 
contact nora or visit the nora.com website for the latest versions. For additional information regarding usage in recommended applications, please refer to www.nora.
com or call 1-800-332-NORA. Warranty periods commence on the date of invoice of the product to the original end-use customer.

From design to post-
installation, we have the 
experts to support your 
project at every step and 
even be a valued resource 
for your organization’s 
sustainability mission.

Outstanding service

nora and Interface cover 
every area of your building 
– all from a single source. 
Create harmonious, space-
specific design with our 
system of soft and resilient 
floor coverings, including 
special floorings, stairtreads 
and accessories.

Integrated system

ORDER SAMPLES
Online at www.nora.com
Call 1.800.332.NORA
Email your sales rep or 
customer support specialist

BROWSE NORA.COM
• Design your floor with 

Interior Design Studio
• Find technical and 

environmental documents
• Access BIM/Revit Files

For additional information 
regarding usage in 
recommended applications, 
contact us or visit nora.com.

Cradle to Cradle Silver
Certification of whether a 
product is safe, circular  
and responsibly made.

Carbon Neutral Floors™
Third party certified carbon 

neutral throughout its 
entire life cycle as part of 
Interface’s Caron Neutral 

Floors program. Learn 
more at interface.com/

carbonneutral

GREENGUARD Gold 
Certified low  

VOC emissions.

High Quality  
Slip Resistance 

Help to create  
safer spaces.

Quiet Acoustical 
Performance 

Attenuate  
noise pollution. 

Reduced Maintenance 
Little more than water 
needed - no finishes, 

coatings or harsh  
chemicals necessary.

Durable Surface 
Withstand extreme  
stress from heavy  
rolling loads and  
wheeled traffic.

Ergonomic Design 
Add comfort underfoot, 

reducing foot and leg pain. 

Supports Infection Control
Disinfect completely  

due to a dense,  
non-porous surface.



Printed on 50% post consumer waste (PCW) 
fiber manufactured using wind power.

Errors as well as misprints and changes reserved. No guarantee is given for the 
accuracy and completeness of the information. The product images in this document 
may differ from the original. This document is not a contractual offer and only serves to 
provide non-binding information. 

The nora brand and all other registered trademarks used in this document are 
registered to nora systems GmbH or its affiliates or subsidiaries. Other labels used 
here are trademarks of their respective owners.

nora systems, Inc. 
9 Northeastern Blvd.  
Salem, NH 03079 
T: 800.332.NORA 
T: 603.894.1021 
info-us@nora.com 
www.nora.com 05
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